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In January and February 1969, winter rains pounded southern California counties mercilessly. The wettest winter in eighty years caused millions of dollars in losses in the region’s agriculture, ravaged canyons with flash floods, and buried roads and freeways east of Los Angeles and neighboring Orange County. Matters went from bad to worse on February 25 when six thousand Southlanders fled their canyon homes in fear of mudslides. Many stayed behind, such as the Quick family: mother, father, and their four children. Five of the Quicks’ neighbors died in the disaster. Cut off from the outside world for three days in Silverado Canyon on the western slopes of the Santa Ana Mountains, the Quick family was rescued by a team of convicts from the region’s prison forest camp.1

The Quicks were no “bleeding-heart” liberals likely to mollycoddle criminals. Volunteers in Ronald Reagan’s gubernatorial campaign, they supported the Vietnam War and cracking down on Berkeley student protests. But the 1969 flood washed out their law-and-order stand. Grateful for the “heroic deeds” of the sleep-deprived, soaked, and starving “men who put their life on the line for others,” Mrs. R. Quick asked the governor in a letter to reduce their sentences. She showed no interest in the men’s criminal record—it was their race that caused Mrs. Quick’s biggest surprise: “Everyone always shows the worst side of negroes. None were there to record the negro prisoners up to chests in water (raging water) forming a human chain passing children and people to the other side.” It was not just their courage and strength that seemed remarkable, but “the gentle way they handled the children.” Like most of the flood victims, Mrs. Quick saw model citizens in

these black men, not public enemies. “Perhaps there is some way you can use this as an example to show a lead to the rest of the country,” she concluded.2

Such encounters were the result and purpose of California’s prison labor camps, which had kept a ready army of inmate so-called volunteers for fire fighting and disaster relief since World War II. During the war, California’s wardens had eagerly turned their prisons into factories for federal defense industries and moved prisoners into the depression-era forestry camps of the Civilian Conservation Corps (ccc) and California’s State Relief Agency (sra) to suppress both natural wildfres and possible arson by Japanese Americans. In 1944, Gov. Earl Warren took advantage of flush wartime state revenues and his popularity to replace the Board of Prison Director’s old system of penal patronage with a modern Department of Corrections. Within a few years, the prison system of the Golden State went from being one of the worst in the nation to being a national and international model of modern corrections. Forest labor camps were the flagship of the department’s new approach. Blending civil defense with public works, the camps combined the familiar routines of road gang labor with the political appeal of military service. They enjoyed broad public support at a time when the state’s bolder therapeutic experiments, such as its therapeutic community projects, remained controversial.3

Pervasive in the West and not unusual in urbanized industrial states of the Northeast, prison forestry camps had nationwide appeal in the postwar years. California, however, invested more than any other state in this type of incarceration. Under Gov. Edmund G. Brown (1959–1967), the program expanded into a network of three conservation centers and over thirty camps, with more than five thousand prisoners—approximately 18 percent of the state’s prison population—training and working forty-eight hours per week, for which each prisoner received a small wage and sentence reduction in return. Prisoners spent as much as 600,000 man hours per year in emergency situations, fighting fires across the state. They worked in reforestation and flood control, as in the San Joaquin Valley in 1955, and provided 80 percent of the cleanup work force during the 1969 Santa Barbara oil spill.4

The Silverado Canyon flood, like many previous wild fires, brought prisoners and stranded citizens together on common, if unsteady, ground. Forest camps, more than any other site of confinement, brought prisoners to the margins of institutional order and into public view. Without guns, batons, or handcuffs, forestry foremen relied on prisoners’ willful cooperation and solidarity on the fire line. Fire fighting involved less coercion and control than any other prison labor, placed citizens’ lives and property in the hands of convicts, and allowed for liminal moments in which prisoners briefly experienced sta-

2 Mrs. R. Quick to Ronald Reagan, March 12, 1969, Corrections January folder (1 of 2), box 1969/58, Correspondence Unit, Administration, Ronald Reagan Gubernatorial Records (Ronald Reagan Presidential Library, National Archives and Records Administration, Simi Valley, Calif.).


But camps also highlighted another social fact: more than just the law separated prisoners from citizens. As convicts risked their lives to protect citizens against the Golden State’s notoriously volatile cycle of disasters, they crossed a border that divided not just freedom from captivity, but also urban blacks and Latinos from rural whites. The Reagan Republicans that sprawled out of Orange County’s suburban bedroom communities into southern California’s fragile ecosystems and the virtually all-white communities of northern California’s mountain counties had little in common with the predominately black and Latino prisoners who came from the urban neighborhoods in Los Angeles and the Bay Area that white flight had left behind. For blacks and Latinos in those urban areas, it was not floods or fires that strained their lives and family ties, but crowded, segregated ramshackle housing; poor access to education, healthcare, and employment; and a hostile police force. While the emergency and conservation work of these prisoners in the state’s forests protected free citizens from harm and the prison camps stimulated flagging local economies, the convicts became targets in a war on crime in what white middle-class Californians considered an urban “jungle.”

California’s forest prison camps are important to the history of postwar America for four reasons. For one, prisons and prisoners belong at the center of our debate over citizenship. Twenty-eight years of waging a war on drugs and street crime, legislating mandatory minimum sentences, and building maximum security prisons has led scholars to emphasize the historical continuity of confinement as a means of racial oppression and penal slavery, and they frequently cast aside institutional changes as epiphenomenal. By and large, historians of postwar corrections concluded that the proclaimed inclusion of punishment into the realm of the welfare state was not only doomed to fail, but that the politics and practices of “rehabilitation” were little more than smoke and mirrors. Such a dismissal threatens to reinforce an ahistorical understanding of imprisonment and obscures the broad and shifting power that prisons have wielded on the boundary between citizenship and civic death—the complete dissolution of a prisoner’s civic rights and legal personhood. Mid-twentieth-century penal institutions and reform-oriented administrators occupied a crucial place in the postwar state and liberal politics, as they participated in a pervasive postwar discourse on rehabilitation that encompassed not only prisons, but also the poor and their urban neighborhoods, veterans, the disabled, the disfranchised, and Native Americans.

For a work that describes the penal welfare state as the combination of “the liberal legalization of due process and proportionate punishment with a correctionalist commitment to rehabilitation, welfare and criminological expertise,” see David Garland, *Culture of Control: Crime and Social Order in Contemporary Society* (Chicago, 2001), 27. New Left criminologists and more recently activist scholars have doubted the existence of an actual rehabilitative regime in corrections. See Eric Cummins, *The Rise and Fall of California’s Radical Prison Movement* (Stanford, 1994), 13. Prisoners of the penal welfare state certainly knew this, as work on linkages between the civil rights and the prisoner rights movements has shown. See James B. Jacobs, *New Perspectives on Prisons and Imprisonment* (Ithaca, 1983), 33–60; and John Irwin, *Prisons in Turmoil* (Boston, 1980). See also Robert T. Chase, “Civil Rights on the Cellblock: Race, Reform, and Punishment in Texas Prisons, 1945–1990” (Ph.D. diss., Uni-
Second, whereas the political purpose of most prisons was to protect citizens from—and impose order over—inmates, forest camps could turn prisoners into citizen soldiers. As the Silverado Canyon story illustrates, punishment in postwar California was at least in part a very public affair with profound political and social implications for the history of postwar America. When prisoners were sent out to deal with the effects of disasters such as floods, fires, or mudslides, order stemmed not from prison walls, but from a shared sense of civic duty that momentarily united convicts and citizens. The need for civil defense and public works, prison officials thought, created opportunities for convicts to emerge from the shadow of prison walls and transcend rather than reaffirm inequalities of class and race. Indeed, close contact between rural Californians and prisoners as neighbors and fire fighters intimated a universal national masculine identity in which differences of class, religion, and ethnicity could temporarily melt away. If imprisonment meant the suspension of citizenship and release its restoration, then fighting forest fires constituted one of the very few types of workfare that could convince free citizens to think of prisoners “as full citizens.” Over time, racial difference made such shifts in perception far more fleeting and fragile than was the case with Mrs. Quick.8

Third, California’s forest camps stood at the center of not only a relationship between citizens and convicts but also the racially charged context of urban renewal and crisis, on the one hand, and the rural-suburban origins of law-and-order conservatism, on the other.9 Prisons previously had been, if not in, then certainly of the city, but postwar camps

---


were part of a larger disciplinary network in which improved transportation and communication reduced the administrative challenges of keeping prisoners at remote locations. Once at camp, prisoners were to help shape the landscape of the modern West, and in turn, the West was supposed to shape prisoners. The notion of rehabilitation through forest labor drew on a specific ideological premise: “An essentialist West” was supposed to deliver “men to match its mountains.” If urban blight and industrial decline undermined men’s basic tenets of good citizenship, then forests, mountains, and rural white communities could provide the antidote, so the policy makers thought. Paralleling the turn from welfare to workfare rehabilitation for the urban poor and the rehabilitation projects of urban renewal advocates, prison forest camps were the penal welfare state’s liberal reform treatment for the ghetto. Thus, well before the symbiosis of prison and ghetto became a trope in sociological literature and pop culture, camps meshed the rural Sierras with the declining cities of Oakland, Watts, and Compton. California’s forest camps tied together the stories of urban crisis, liberal reform, citizenship, and rural development. Those stories remind us to add prison administrations to the cast of state actors in the history of urban decline; to cast our net toward the penal diaspora as we try to capture civic agency, activism, and resistance in urban communities; and to consider postwar prisons the birthplace of what I call the transurban ghetto: networks of poverty, community disinvestment, and underground economies that cross regions, such as today’s Central Valley, and even nations, such as with the United States–Salvadorian Salvatrucha street gangs.10

Finally, the racial dimensions of the 1960s crime and urban crises stimulated an anxious rights consciousness, and not just among suburbanites—rural white Californians had even more immediate experiences with the penal welfare state. But what prompted rural communities to campaign for stricter disciplinary regimes in prison camps and a higher bar between the free and the convicted was the desire to eliminate the social costs of rehabilitation and preserve the economic development nearby state institutions promised.11 Thus, even as the black prisoners from the Don Lugo Conservation Camp were wining...
the hearts and minds of Silverado Canyon residents, California’s camp program was in a crisis. The Department of Corrections conceived of forest camps as a way to fight drug crime in Los Angeles and provide northern California with public works, but increasing distance from the Southland and mandatory assignments with an emphasis on efficiency over the honor system robbed forest camps of much of their original appeal for prisoners. Urban riots and black power activism caused rural communities to respond with increasing apprehension to nonwhite men from the city. To local residents it seemed as though their forests were suffering from the spread of an alien ecology that Ronald Reagan and Los Angeles police chief William Parker labeled “the jungle.” In short, rural communities wanted prisons but not the prisoners. When depressed Central Valley counties had to decide whether to host the nation’s largest prison construction boom in the 1980s, they followed the example of pioneering northern prison towns like Susanville in northeastern Lassen County—one of two conservation centers built in California’s Sierra in the early 1960s. Only in this later era, prisons would channel urban men into the country on an unprecedented scale for rigid exclusion—not liminal camp experiences.

What in the wake of World War II was an internationally famous and by far the nation’s boldest penal welfare system has since turned into a “golden gulag”—the largest state prison system in a nation with the largest convict population in the world. The links forest camps forged between urban decline and rural and suburban development in California and elsewhere compounded the nationwide failure of penal welfare liberalism. Few states were willing and able to follow the Golden State’s postwar rehabilitative efforts; but most copied the system of mass incarceration of young urban males in poor rural regions.

The labor camps of California’s penal welfare state had their roots in the Great Depression. Rather than jailing the unemployed migrant midwestern youths who arrived in Los Angeles, county probation officer Kenyon J. Scudder assigned the sixteen-to eighteen-year-olds to forest work (for fifty cents a day), a camp bed, work clothes, and food. The SRA adopted the plan in 1933, eventually running up to fifty such camps with populations ranging from thirty to one hundred. The forest camps of the CCC, the popular New Deal public works program, built on California’s example and recruited millions of unemployed adolescent males for remote camps. Like Scudder, CCC administrators claimed to imbue their wards with a civic work ethic, train them in important skills, and build malnourished youth into strong, healthy providers.

Among the men on the economy’s margins, however, adult convicted felons stood beyond the reach of most work programs. Because shoring up economic citizenship for the poor (but free) was a priority in the New Deal, convicts occupied the lowest level of eligibility. Only the inclusion of prisoners in government-funded industries in World War II opened up significant new employment opportunities for convicts. On freedom’s edge, prisoners had been transformed by the war from public enemies to public assets in seasonal harvests and forest camps and in manufacturing industries in the San Quentin and Folsom prisons. As the draft and war industries rapidly emptied the camps of the SSA and the CCC, California’s State Forestry found itself without the manpower on which it had come to rely. Worse, fire marshals predicted that bombing and sabotage increased the risk of fires, threatening food production and crucial watersheds near army installations and Kaiser Shipyards.15

The civilian defense argument prompted the creation of forest camps, but it sounded the death knell for a staple in convict labor dating back to the Progressive Era—road labor camps. The federal War Production Board refused to include convict road labor camps on its list of essential war efforts and rushed urgent infrastructure projects to completion with the maximum use of machines and a minimum of labor. The industrialization of road construction during the war left convict road labor projects in the dust.16

As the war solidified the boundary between citizens and enemies of the nation, prison administrators and many convicts had high hopes for a new fellowship with free Americans and a more favorable position on the continuum between citizenship and exclusion. “The men inside the walls feel they are working shoulder to shoulder with fellow Americans on the outside,” reported Clinton S. Duffy, the warden of San Quentin State Prison—at the same time that Japanese Americans at Tule Lake’s Relocation Center rose in protest of their imprisonment. Communities seemed equally pleased with the convicts’ new role, and the prison administration received “a great many commendatory letters from citizens” and communities. Prisoners, too, for the most part embraced the labors that brought them one step closer to community membership. War industries paid comparatively good wages, and institutional training in welding and other industrial skills often led to early parole and immediate employment at navy yards in Los Angeles, the Bay Area, or Hawaii. Early release for military service or work on the home front combined


with a decline in new commitments and a policy of military parole to decrease prison populations in California and across the nation.\(^{17}\)

Not all prisoners participated willingly, however, and not all free citizens were enthusiastic about the new wartime freedoms for prisoners. The dramatic changes in the relationship between prisoners and the political economy taxed the mechanisms of penal control beyond their limits. A dramatic increase in escapes prompted Gov. Earl Warren to launch a long overdue prison reform program.\(^ {18}\) California’s ballooning tax revenues made reforms much easier to implement, and the war boosted the prisons’ legitimacy, making it possible to claim that “it pays to spend money on rehabilitation.” The new CDC that emerged from the reorganization on May 1, 1944, did not simply tighten discipline in state prisons. Prison admission and release became increasingly complex administrative processes. More rules governed the relations between prisoners, guards, and civilians—be they visiting family members, shop foremen, journalists, or lawyers. Forest camps were also reformed: the new department banned barter, gambling, alcohol, sickness, excessive complaining, unsupervised contact with outsiders, and refusal to work. But it also established minimum standards for food rations, clothing, and dormitory space, and introduced overtime pay and wages far above those of correctional industries. Any violation could result in an inmate’s return to the main institution and the forfeiture of all his earnings. Corrections professionals understood their task not so much as controlling a definitive boundary between convicts and citizens but managing the continuum on which they both existed.\(^ {19}\)

Within the institutional order of prisons, camps maintained an exceptionally delicate balance between freedom and confinement. “Men [were] placed on their honor not to escape,” explained the former probation officer Kenyon Scudder, now superintendent at the new minimum security prison in Chino. Despite plenty of opportunities for escape, “these men had given their word, and they would not violate it,” claimed Scudder. Honor camps credited convicts with having a sense of service and civic obligation not unlike that of men in the military. By consenting to camp rules, hard work, healthful living, and


earning a wage for family back home, camp prisoners were making a renewed moral commitment to manly independence and virtue, and a social commitment to family, community, and the state. “There is no form of work which will develop better character habits than out-of-door employment in the forests of the state,” CDC administrators stated in consensus with lawmakers in the department’s biennial report of 1946.20

With California’s rapid postwar population growth came an increase in the state’s prison population. By 1955, the state held three times as many convicts than at war’s end, and wartime tax revenues had paid for four more large institutions.21 By building prisons on former military compounds and federal lands the state avoided much local controversy. Honor camps, on the other hand, depended on the consent and cooperation of nearby small communities. In town hall meetings, letters, and local papers, rural Californians discussed not just the risks and benefits of prison camps in their vicinity, but also the honor and trustworthiness of convicts and their own civic rights and responsibilities.

Young, male, mostly urban, and separated from friends and family, prisoners differed sharply from the rural residents who were the camps’ neighbors. These Californians prized rural life for its safety and the life it offered their families, and they prided themselves on their deep roots. Even the differences between ordinary newcomers and “natives” could take decades to overcome in these rural areas. For many, the difference between native and outsider resembled that of race. “We’re not an old family,” explained a man in the mid-1960s, even though his family had come to the small town during the depression. “I know that people feel about me, in a way, like they feel toward the Negro,” he continued. Actual issues of race often separated villagers and camp men, however. In 1949, for example, a resident of the small town of Magalia, ninety miles north of Sacramento, claimed to be speaking the minds of “people in this community” when he threatened to rescind the lease on his land because he had assumed that “there would be no Negroes or Japanese prisoners in the camp.” Of course, not all prisoners were Japanese, black, or Latino; but virtually all residents of California’s Sierra foothills were white. The boundary between free and unfree was hardly just a matter of color. Racial diversity made prisoners visible, however, in a place that looked less like a prison and more like a Boy Scout camp and where prisoners dressed like forest workers, not convicts. As the proportion of black and Latino prisoners steadily grew, tensions mounted in California’s urban-rural geography between residents of all-white rural communities and prisoners from highly segregated city neighborhoods.22

21 California Department of Corrections, Biennial Report 1954 (Sacramento, 1955), 18. Only the Correctional Training Facility near Soledad was built on formerly private property.
22 Hatch, Biography of a Small Town, 122; “Criminologist and Social Engineer,” 176, 204–25. Molina, Fit to be Citizens?, 170; Jess Whitlow to Department of Corrections, April 25, 1950, folder F3717:408 Camp Magalia, 1949–1962, Corrections Conservation Camp Services, Department of Corrections Records.
Age, gender, geography, and racial differences, together with the prisoners’ criminal record, fed much of the local opposition to honor camps. But some locals favored honor camps despite those differences, as was the case in Meadow Vista, Placer County, in 1949. Like citizens in other counties in the Coastal Range and the Sierra foothills, Placer residents prided themselves on a wholesome environment that set them apart from urban pollution and crowding. Most residents also believed in their superior moral and political climate. But when the small community had to decide whether to consent to a prison camp the issue “split their little community” apart. Meadow Vista, like many other communities on the urban-rural fringe, split into natives and newcomers. Recent arrivals were often former city dwellers who understood rural life as a recreational experience instead of hard work. Mostly interested in property values and attracting respectable families to residential developments, the newcomers characterized themselves, in the words of the self-described California native son Joe Carmel, as law abiding, honest, taxpaying, property owning, and hard working. An honor camp, residents told Placer County supervisors, would threaten their “natural escape” from “the trials of city life” such as traffic congestion, pollution, crime, and political and social conflicts over urban development, segregation, civil rights, unemployment, and public education. As was the case with those who participated in “white flight” from city to suburb, the concern of Meadow Vista residents over property, family, and convicts’ sexuality stemmed from safety concerns as much as from racial anxieties.23

Longtime residents, in contrast, had seen their local economies decline since World War II and understood their community and surrounding land as “a utilitarian landscape of commerce and work,” not one of leisure. Local shop owners, builders, the sawmill owner, and lumber suppliers thus looked forward to the $200,000 investment, a monthly payroll at the camp of $4,000, improved firebreaks and roads, and easier access to water. They also imagined the many benefits of “sixty men who are never idle.” Like international foes, domestic public enemies, too, could become community allies, suggested the owner of a marketing company promoting winter sports in 1959: “If we can cooperate so well with our ex-enemies the Japs and the Germans, we ought to be able to work this out.”24


In the end, Meadow Vista residents favored the camps, but in a vote too divided, 146 to 99, for the CDC director Richard McGee to establish a camp there. Elsewhere in the foothill counties the department also compromised and avoided the organized opposition of community factions more invested in residential growth and property values than in small-business opportunities. Objections from the rapidly growing populations in Sonoma and Santa Clara counties north and south of San Francisco Bay prevented the establishment of forest camps there, despite the pleas of professional fire fighters. In the Sierra foothills, the northern Coastal Range, and southern California’s San Bernardino Mountains, however, support from rural business interests permitted the camp network to expand from six sites with less than 650 inmates in 1947 to twenty-four camps with almost 1,150 prisoners in 1959.  

Despite the opposition of property owners and racial anxieties of rural Californians old and new, camp inmates occasionally seemed to make the transition into rehabilitated manly citizenship. People whose homes were saved by prisoners beating back flames frequently showed their gratitude. “I don’t care who they are,” an elderly woman wrote to Governor Brown in September 1961 in praise of camp inmates, “they saved my house.” In April 1964 the residents of Crestline, a town with five thousand homes in the San Bernardino Mountains, presented over 1,300 signatures at an appreciation dinner for nearby Pilot Rock camp and erected a statue to commemorate what the CDC called a “unique California ‘army’” of prison fire fighters who had battled blazes on the outskirts of the town. The citizens of Weott in northern California gathered one hundred signatures for a thank-you letter after prisoners saved their town from a flood in 1960. Former inmate Wayne Hunnicutt remembered grateful communities frequently “[bringing] stuff out for us.” During fires, he recalled, “no one treated us like prisoners. It was like being a civilian. You were . . . treated better . . . more as a human being.” Charles Dean, one of the many college student volunteers in the fire seasons of 1954 and 1955, remembers working next to prisoners: “There simply was no line between us.” The commander of the Los Angeles County Fire Department praised the inmates for their excellent “conduct in fire camp. . . . I could pay no fire crew a higher compliment.”

Camp life offered other promises as well. At a time when even in California most prison labor remained uncompensated, camp inmates earned stable wages. Outdoor life appealed to prisoners whose alternative consisted of doubling up in a cell on a stinking,


noisy prison tier. And work in the woods could be a healthy activity compared to a shift in the prison's laundry, a maintenance crew assignment in the cell blocks, or a job in San Quentin's cotton mill. There was a thing or two to learn about pacing oneself through an eight-hour day of hard physical labor. Controlling wildfires was no job for rookies and clearing a fire line under intense time pressure in clouds of hot dust and smoke required the precise and efficient movements of tools and men. But many camp benefits amounted to little more than promises. Forest labor was not an easy trade to sell to employers upon release. Although forestry wages had the specific purpose of introducing prisoners to the role of provider for their families, camps severed prisoners' ties with family and their home community more than any other prison assignment. As much as the CDC public relations efforts regarding the camps tried to deflect attention from the fact, most imprisoned men loved and missed their families—their spouses, children, and parents—and needed their contact more than ever. Camps were isolated, mail deliveries infrequent, and telephones rare and their use prohibited. Even for camps in southern California, visiting privileges did not help impoverished families for whom the journey from Los Angeles to the mountains was a difficult one at best. In camp, the dual role of father/husband and provider was as difficult to square as that of mother and provider for women who received Aid to Families with Dependent Children back in the city.27

While some camp inmates made permanent escapes from the camps, many others simply left camp for a few hours to a day. In a camp in central California's Big Sur, a group of inmates frequently met their wives in the woods for picnics and sex. An inmate at another camp often left to visit the family of a forestry staff member and to maintain romantic affairs with the wives of two others, before finally escaping with his lovers' help. Another inmate arranged for his son to vacation near the camp to allow for frequent visits. The need for love and intimacy motivated most of the unauthorized leaves, but prisoners also left camps merely to get a break from boredom, take walks, go into town to buy liquor, or brew moonshine in crude distilleries made from fire engine and truck parts.28

Even at their most orderly, camps lacked many of the boundaries and spatial regimentation of regular institutions. The short leaves enjoyed by the convicts were often taken with the tacit consent and sometimes assistance of guards, forestry personnel, and their families. The CDC director Richard McGee excused occasional transgressions in light of the public service rendered through the prisoners' disaster-prevention efforts. Responding to a complaint from a local judge about the loose discipline for prisoners while they were fighting a fire, McGee responded that the men did not "necessarily represent dangers from the standpoint of crimes and violence." "The property of an entire county [had been] in jeopardy," and if the person who complained felt "that the public interests [would] be


better served if we refuse to send men out to fight these fires,” the department would be happy to oblige.29

Life and labor in the outdoors, however, did not necessarily produce healthier bodies. In fact, it seemed to consume them. Camp administrators had to ask institutions repeatedly to send only fit and strong prisoners. Medical care was hard to come by in the remote camp locations. Summer heat could be severe anywhere in the state, and in the Sierras and the Coastal Range winters came with heavy snowfall. Hot weather in the summer caused exhaustion and heatstroke, cold winters were accompanied by colds and influenza. The way prison camps were run also did not match official assurances that the camps would be better for prisoners’ welfare. Inmates often lived in “dilapidated cabins” that either lacked ventilation and light or were exceedingly drafty. Maintaining an ample and healthy diet was a logistical challenge for the institutions. Prisoners had to cope with chronic water shortages, a lack of electricity, insufficient heating, poor plumbing, dirty kitchens and bathhouses, and—ironically—fire hazards. Prisoners often took charge of their own welfare, both with and without their guards’ consent. One crew of prisoners used their lunch hours to loot nearby cabins for “canned goods and other food stuffs,” which they then “distributed to other members of the crew and [ate] on the job or back in camp.” Many prisoners, looking for ways to augment their provisions with food, alcohol, cigarettes, and drugs, established contacts on the outside for smuggling contraband.30


While daily work in the wild brush and forest lands could be quite dangerous, fire fighting, of course, carried the biggest risks. Crews could be out on a fire line for days with scarce provisions, or they could get cut off from the outside world without food or relief. Trapped in a blaze because of shifting winds, one fire crew during the 1944 fire season spent eighteen hours huddled on the ashy ground. In 1954, three Folsom inmates burned to death in a fire, and in 1956, a 46,000-acre fire injured three state prisoners and killed seven county inmates, three forestry personnel, and one county officer. One fire so badly surprised a crew and its foremen at their base camp that inmates did not even have time to pick up their gear as they ran to escape the flames. In such emergencies inmates best relied on each other and often saved each other’s lives without hesitation. Flood and earthquake assignments bore their own dangers. One prisoner who was brought out to fight floodwaters remembered, “They brought us up here for two weeks to freeze our ass off and get out there and do sandbagging.” Tied to ropes, inmates worked “in the water all the time and on occasion in water over their heads.” These assignments were not routine, but with six hundred thousand man hours a year spent in emergency situations, dangers to a prisoner’s life and limb could accumulate quickly.\(^{31}\) Not surprisingly, actual casual-

ties embarrassed the CDC and turned pride in correctional expertise into concerns about mismanagement and the abuse of power. Deaths were rare, indeed, but the CDC further downplayed the number of fatal accidents and misleadingly announced every casualty to be the first in its history.32

There is little indication that the CDC risked the lives of their prison workers carelessly. More to the point, by proudly pointing out the risks of fire fighting, corrections officials astutely harnessed the martial discourse that has shaped modern citizenship in the United States, as if a convict’s rehabilitation to citizenship had been achieved through this willing self-sacrifice. The idealization of convicts as citizen soldiers would have been unimaginable for prisoners engaged in road labor or prison industries. In the CDC’s stories of prisoners’ heroism, risk was always a choice and never the result of an order. What was more indicative of manhood than making the free and independent choice to risk life and limb? What could be more suggestive of an essential skill than the ability to look death in the eye and get away unscathed? What higher aims could rehabilitation accomplish than rebuilding a convict into a man willing to die in the course of civic duty? The inversion of capital punishment, prisoners’ willful sacrifice on the fire line, demonstrated the state’s capacity to shape, elevate, and direct life even to the point of ending it in manly civic duty.33 Turning public enemies into martyrs, then, was the apogee of rehabilitation.

Like prison officials, residents of California communities valued prisoners’ readiness for self-sacrifice, not just their work. The strong opposition to most other forms of prison labor demonstrated that prisoners could not simply claim their place in the community with low-wage work alone. Civilians as well as prison administrators described camp inmates as “troops” or “soldiers” and their work sites as “trenches” or “battlefields.” Whether the convicts were dealing with floods, airplane crashes, or earthquakes, state agencies and reporters typically described prisoners’ emergency relief work in military terms. Communities usually showed their appreciation for inmates engaged in fighting fires rather than those working in fire prevention. And prisoners themselves demanded respect as fire fighters first and as forestry workers second. This use of martial vocabulary allowed a consensual shift in the discourse from penal discipline to military discipline and suggested if not a volunteer’s...
willful submission to state authority, then at least the legitimate conscription of compliant
men in a state of emergency.34

Until 1958, improvements in the management of forest camps were largely piecemeal,
and despite the substantial growth of the camp system, they had nonetheless failed to
keep pace with the overall growth of the prison population, which had increased from
5,710 to almost 19,202 prisoners since 1944. As the state’s prison population overcrowd-
ed the main institutions, political pressure grew for a dramatic expansion of the capacity
of the camp system to more than three thousand inmates by 1965. In 1957, the Cali-
ifornia Senate Committee on Natural Resources stressed the importance of conservation
work as part of an effort to prevent “the complete dissolution of our national wealth” as
a result of the state’s rapid postwar population growth and urbanization. The initiative
for the conservation camp program did not originate with the CDC, the State Forestry,
or environmental groups such as the Sierra Club, but rather with lawmakers from rural

34 Citizen of Woott to San Quentin Warden, Feb. 12, 1960, folder F3717:402 California Conservation Camp
Services, Camps, cdf High Rock 1959–62, Department of Corrections Records; Allen Cook to McGee, April 11,
northern counties who sought to “help retarded economies,” and aid the local leisure and timber industries with reforestation efforts.35

Fiscal conservatives and welfare-state liberals supported the expansion of the camp system, but for different reasons. “Progress in corrections,” Democrats hoped, would eventually turn large brick-and-mortar prisons into redundant “blights on the landscape.” Nature, they argued, is as important in prisoner rehabilitation as it is in the education of children. Like the summer camps advocated for the urban poor by Los Angeles’s Welfare Council, prison camps were social “laboratories” where, Democratic senators suspected, “ailing dependent[s]” would become “helpful citizen[s].” Distorted by a deviant inner city, young urban delinquents would discover essential social truths about good citizenship in nature, just like their younger brothers and sisters were supposed to do in summer camp. Conservatives, on the other hand, reasoned that the state should not further “spoil” prisoners. “When American troops . . . can live in tents throughout the year in Alaska,” they argued, “there does not seem to be any good reason why prisoners cannot be so housed in the balmy climate of California.” Conservation camp workfare united advocates of rehabilitation with those of punishment.36

Liberals and conservatives not only agreed on the importance of labor, but also on the dangers of the city and the degenerate effects of prison. By 1959 prison sociologists were praising camp imprisonment as the ideal response to two key sources of prison unrest: idleness and homosexuality. The nationwide prison riots of 1952 and 1953 were not the result of hunger or mistreatment, they found, but of the excessively intimate life of idle men in crowded quarters. Because prisoners had nothing but time and each other, went the argument, uncivilized aggression and wild “depravity” were likely to erupt. The absence of a productive outlet in industry, the separation from wife and family, and the dense homosocial environment of a prison cell were precisely the ingredients for what sociologists called “situational” homosexuality. Whether one feared the coddling or the repression of prisoners, conservation camps promised relief. For both liberals and conservatives, camps promised to fulfill the mission of postwar corrections to let the prisoner “feel like a man again!”37

In October 1958, Governor Brown, a Democrat, declared the expansion of the camp program one of the central goals of his criminal justice policy. Honor camps became “conservation” camps, and Brown, taking his cue from Franklin D. Roosevelt’s slogan for the Civilian Conservation Corps, dedicated the program to “saving resources—and saving men.” A key to this expansion was the establishment of conservation centers. These minimum-security facilities would serve as bases and central administration hubs for the camps, which had previously been administered by regular prisons. Arrayed across the state from north to south, the new prisons in Susanville, Jamestown, and near Chino had no conventional cells. The prisoners were instead housed in dorms of sixteen men, the size of camp work crews. Selected by case workers upon entry into the prison system, inmates completed a physical conditioning program modeled after military training, received classroom instruction in fire fighting and conservation, and practiced the use of tools under the supervision of forestry personnel. The conservation centers became self-sustaining and reliable labor pools for the camps. As inmates became “better trained [and] conditioned,” they proved “capable of more production.” The infrastructural support from conservation centers permitted longer stays in camp; the average forestry assignment stretched from 4.3 months in 1960 to 13 months in 1966.

Expanding honor camps into a conservation program was more than a change in name and scale. Poorly organized and easily susceptible to abuse, honor camps relied on the assumption that prisoners shared the same sense of civic and male responsibility as their free neighbors. The tightened management of the centers and their satellite camps, however, meant that prison administrators did not have to rely so heavily on that assumption. If honor camps had been freer than their appearance had suggested, the new camps looked more open than they were. Under the new system, many of the transgressions inmates had enjoyed under the honor system were eliminated. W. Dennis Stovall, who designed the “campus” of the Sierra Conservation Center near Susanville in northeastern California, described the underlying premise as giving prisoners “the feeling of openness even though it is not.”

The program lost its appeal for many prisoners as the physical distance between the prisoners and their families grew. The geographical concentration of the conservation camps reflected the shift from a wartime emphasis on the southern part of the state to a new focus on the economically depressed northern counties in the 1960s. This shift worsened the separation of prisoners from wives, children, and parents, because the northward move coincided with an increase in the number of prisoners from southern California. Between 1947 and 1965, the share of inmate commitments from the ten southern counties had grown from slightly more than half to two-thirds. At the same time, only
one-fifth of prisoners placed in camps remained in southern California, and almost half of all camps were north of Sacramento. As the conservation camp program grew tighter and more efficient, offered fewer liberties and more isolation, prisoners turned instead to other prison assignments. When an all-volunteer work force became impractical, the CDC started to turn camp assignments from an “honor” to a duty.40

As the prisoners’ enthusiasm for camp assignments waned, the prison administration’s ambitious plans expanded from a rural public works program to a war against an urban crisis and drug epidemic. In 1946, drug trafficking in controlled substances was an offense in California as rare as escape. By 1965, however, drug convictions were third behind burglary and robbery. Initially, prison officials had found offenders with drug dependencies unreliable for camp, but by the early sixties officials learned that narcotic offenders could prove fairly healthy and fit for hard labor if sufficiently isolated from their drug supply and familiar environment. Sending narcotics offenders northward and severing their community ties seemed to combine rehabilitation with good manpower policy. Yet drug offenders were, in terms of race and region, the most homogeneous group of prisoners. In 1965, Governor Brown’s administration commissioned the defense contrac-

tor Space General Corporation to conduct a geographical study of delinquency in Los Angeles. The study found that 70 percent of all narcotic commitments were of blacks or Mexican Americans. Sixty percent of all drug cases came from Los Angeles alone, with most of those coming from a corridor stretching from Compton across Watts, Florence, and Avalon to downtown. In addition, the overall proportion of African Americans and Mexican Americans in the prison population had been gradually but steadily increasing. In 1950, 65 percent of new commitments were white, while barely a third were black or Mexican American. In 1965, the proportion of white prisoners had declined to 60 percent, and to 52 percent in 1972. By 1977, black and Mexican American prisoners constituted the majority of new commitments. Partly because of these demographics and partly because of the particular attention paid to drug offenders in camp assignments, the CDC began placing more urban black and Mexican American men in the midst of distant rural white communities.

On August 11, 1965, two weeks after the governor received the delinquency study, Watts erupted in riots that killed thirty-six people. This event further heated the controversy over whether mostly nonwhite young urban men deserved rehabilitation and welfare—or law and order. It also stimulated the convergence of the discourses on the urban crisis and the prison crisis. In December 1965, Gov. Pat Brown appointed the former Central Intelligence Agency director John McConne to head a commission to investigate the causes of the riots. In testimony before the McConne Commission, urban sociologists and poverty experts formulated pathologies for the ghetto and its inhabitants strikingly similar to those ascribed to prisoners and their convicts: Both places were characterized by a lack of employment opportunities, overcrowding, and poor health care services, and many of the inhabitants suffered from a severe lack of education and an abundance of dangers to family and youth. Prisoners and ghetto dwellers, experts argued, brought violence on each other, formed gangs, and were hostile to law enforcement, sexually deviant, poor, corrupted by dependency, and resistant to reform.41


Cities and prisons were both dangerous places, concluded the Republican contender in California’s 1966 gubernatorial race, Ronald Reagan. “With all our science and sophistication, our culture and our pride in intellectual accomplishment, the jungle still is waiting to take over,” Reagan warned, “The man with the badge holds it back.” Judging by Reagan’s overwhelming victory in 1966, suburban and rural Californians readily accepted the racialized landscape metaphor of the jungle, conflated public displays of civil unrest with street crime, and deciphered media images of young black men rioting in distant cities as another threat to the principles of good citizenship. At the same time, black power activism and protests against the Vietnam War and for free speech in Berkeley elevated white Californians’ anxiety about domestic safety above their Cold War fears for national security. “It is far more important NOW to give our attention to these problems than it is to beat the Russians to the moon,” wrote one citizen to Reagan in 1968, adding that it was time to put “less emphasis on Civil Rights and more on Civil Obedience.” The welfare state, it seemed, had turned liberties into license, and rural Californians increasingly feared that conservation camps might bring to the mountains not just the urban jungle of Watts, but that of East Los Angeles, Oakland, and even Berkeley.

The Watts riots marked the high point of California’s forest camp expansion. Governor Brown’s conservation program had increased the number of camp inmates from just under a thousand in 1958 to almost 2,600 in 1965. The rate of camp assignments had doubled from 5 to almost 10 percent of the prison population in the same period. Combined with the number of prisoners in the three new minimum-security conservation centers in northern, central, and southern California, 4,400 prisoners, close to 17 percent of the state’s total prison population, were assigned to conservation work. Between 1965 and 1969, camp assignments stagnated, while the populations of the conservation centers continued to grow. At the turn of the decade, both numbers dwindled noticeably. By 1976, fewer than 1,000 inmates—only 4.5 percent of the prison population—worked in forestry camps.

Prisoners, guards, and rural communities grew discontented with the once-popular program—for different reasons. Prisoners began escaping in growing numbers, though most were caught within days. Between 1960 and 1976 camp escape rates rose unevenly from 3.6 percent in 1962 to 16.4 percent in 1972, averaging 6.5 percent annually for the period. In comparison, at its worst, the escape rate for the entire California prison system was 2.5 percent, in 1972. A study of the fugitives’ motives confirmed that the main source of discontent was isolation from family. That grievance was particularly strong among African Americans, who escaped from their almost exclusively white guards four times as often in 1968 as they had in 1960. Officers in the conservation centers of Susanville and Jamestown began cultivating information networks among white inmates to check on the activities of black prisoners. Within a few years of their completion, conservation centers seemed almost as conflict ridden as notorious prisons such as San Quentin and Folsom. On October 31, 1972, eight hundred prisoners in Jamestown staged the largest labor strike the old gold-mining town had ever seen. It was the rift between urban and rural,
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between black and white, that doomed the camp program, argued James Williams of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. The prisoners “felt isolated from persons representing the environment to which they had to return upon being released,” he noted in 1973, “Friction and mistrust was the rule [and] minority employees were hard to get.” The conservation centers, Williams concluded, were “a failure in the major area for which it was constructed: rehabilitation of inmates.”

The CDC blamed tensions on a “new type of inmate,” who they described as angry, young, black, radical, and simply too dangerous. The “ideal camp man,” which correctional officers described to the writer Lloyd Thorpe as helpful and cooperative—as a “boy scout”—became hard to find. “Reasonable,” even “marginal” men, would have to suffice, as long as they could be turned into good workers “by training and counseling,” the San Quentin associate warden James Park recognized after Brown expanded the camp program. Making the determination if an inmate was “suitable” for camp, however, was anything but hard science. Classifying a prisoner as a “minimum security risk” was an institutional judgment that reflected social context and historical change. The Watts riots and other examples of social unrest had sensitized the public and the CDC to the dangers of violent crime, especially when committed by urban blacks and poor Latinos. Prisoners convicted of assault; escape; manslaughter; rape and other sex offenses; and kidnapping—men whom the department considered a security risk in 1970—had been confidently sent to camp in 1960. More important than the actual risk these prisoners posed to the community was the degree to which the perceived risk threatened the public legitimacy of the prison system. What had been acceptable costs of rehabilitation in the earlier postwar years became increasingly dangerous liabilities after 1965.

Rural Californians grew no less apprehensive about maintaining law and order given the racial composition of the conservation program. The black correctional officers the CDC assigned to camp duty as part of its affirmative action program experienced almost as much disapproval as the prisoners. Local property owners kept nonwhite staff away with real estate covenants. Those who found housing soon left in the face of open harassment and discrimination, leaving behind a tense racial division between white guards and non-white prisoners. The white residents felt threatened in other ways as well. “At least four different people have been forced to drive escaping convicts to various parts of California under threat of bodily harm,” a group of fifty residents from Jamestown complained in 1971. One “escapee entered a home, assaulted the occupants . . . and left them bound


and gagged,” their petition stated. “It is only a question of time before some of us in this community will be killed by these criminals.”

While Jamestown residents found it “unfair and unjust . . . to quarter hardened criminals in [their] community,” they did not want the facility closed. Instead, they asked the state in 1971 to “take all measures . . . necessary to halt the flow of escapes . . . and provide for the safety and well being of . . . citizens.” Jamestown and other rural communities had too much at stake to give up the economic benefits of the state institutions. The “curtailment of Eel river conservation center in our area [is creating] an economic crises,” complained the president of the Garberville Chamber of Commerce in northern California’s Humboldt County in 1968. The town’s lumber industry had shrunk from forty-seven mills and 1,700 workers in the mid 1950s to four mills and two hundred employees in 1968, and officials had been in negotiations with the state government for a conservation center since 1959. The town argued in vain that the state “owed” the county a prison. At the same time, petitioners from half a dozen other counties tried to keep their nearby conservation camps from closing. Logging operators worried that their workers and machinery would be mustered for emergency services more often if prisoners were not available. Businesses and citizens had come to appreciate the cheap labor of the convicts they had so grudgingly tolerated over the past decade. Feeling entitled to essential services such as brush clearing, fire fighting, and flood control, they predicted that ending convict labor would mean new duties for taxpaying citizens, who either had to pay full wages to fire fighters or do the work themselves.

As was the case in other programs of the modern welfare state, the growing population of the state prison system and the institution’s change in clientele from white to black and brown sparked staunch public opposition. Rural Californians began to identify prisons as a civic right and economic opportunity, at the expense of prisoners. When the CDC announced the closure of the conservation center near Susanville for lack of “suitable” inmates, the town promptly came together to protect the institution that had kept the town on the map past the decline of the county’s logging industry in the 1950s. Local citizens had invested “a considerable amount of tax money” in the institution, making it theirs as much as the state’s, pointed out the town’s Save Our Center Committee. An exodus of correctional staff would cut tax revenue and enrollments in frail local schools and community colleges. Turning Susanville into a medium- or maximum-security facility, on the other hand, would preserve local citizens’ rights to employment and education while maintaining their personal safety. In March 1973, the CDC director Raymond Proctor consented to the town’s arguments and turned the superfluous conservation center into a regular medium-security prison, which filled quickly.
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The region’s economic dependence on the prison did little to raise locals’ appreciation of prisoners—or their families. Local residents did their best to make prisoners’ wives feel unwelcome. “These Susanville people cried their eyes out when the state wanted to close the prison. They love the bulls (guards) and their paychecks, but they sure don’t want us prisoners’ wives,” complained a mother of four who had tried to settle down in the small town to stay close to her husband. Other family members of prisoners also complained about abusive language and discrimination in housing, employment, and health care. “They tell us out at the prison we’re doing our men good by being here and visiting and trying to keep the family together,” said a mother of five, “But it’s so hard—so terribly hard—to make it here.” Susanville successfully fought to keep a prison on its own terms, while also driving away black guards and prisoners’ families.51

In their last protest against prison conditions in 1977, Susanville’s inmates lost both battle and war. Guards responded aggressively to their nonviolent strike, shooting almost 120 rifle rounds at windows and doors over several hours, but not killing anyone. In its investigation, the CDC cited “provincialism,” “resistance to affirmative actions,” and cultural clashes between urban and rural Californians as the underlying causes. This unprecedented, official public criticism enraged officers and law-and-order advocates across the state. Within a month after the prisoners’ strike, guards staged their own “sick-day” and publicly criticized affirmative action and prisoners’ rights as “violations of their rights as state employees and as individuals.” The prisoner and guard strikes at Susanville marked the rise of the California Correctional Officers Association as a new power in the state’s political landscape and the beginning of a harsher prison climate in rural California.52

Rural Californians preserved for themselves the benefits of the postwar welfare state while helping make hollow its central promise—the inclusion of those on the margin. In fact, from California’s most northwestern forests to its hot southeastern deserts, prisons have become the backbone of today’s punitive state. Since Susanville put itself on the map as a law-and-order town in the 1970s, the county of Lassen has bolstered its economy with two additional state prisons and one federal facility that together house almost 30 percent of the county’s population and 90 percent of its black population. During the statewide prison-building boom of the last twenty years, many localities have followed this pattern, and rural high-security prisons have become the standard nationwide. When the town of Corcoran, California, was deciding whether to consent to the construction of a nearby prison, city elders looked at Susanville and found their role model. And when the CDC suggested constructing its first supermax lockup facility in Pelican Bay near Crescent City in 1989, the town responded with enthusiasm. A tsunami had destroyed much of the city in 1964, and conservation camp workers had not been able to save the county

from economic doldrums. The new maximum-security prison, however, brought a steady payroll and very few visitors for convicts from the cities of the Southland.53

Forest camps still exist and regularly provide the fire fighters necessary to keep Southland suburbs, northern lumber supplies, and Malibu mansions safe. But the camps’ four thousand inmates make up less than 2.5 percent of over 170,000 California prisoners, who appear in public discourse as “incendiary others” rather than convicted citizen soldiers in civil defense. The boundary-breaking experiences of prisoners as defenders against natural disasters pale in comparison to the systematic exclusion practiced through mandatory sentencing, supermax detention, overcrowding, and institutional neglect. It is not inmates soldiering for public safety, but guards that hold the line between national forest, suburban gardens, and the urban jungle on “the toughest beat.”54
